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QUESTION 1

A warehouse fact table in your Oracle 12c Database is range-partitioned by month and accessed frequently with queries
that span multiple partitions The table has a local prefixed, range partitioned index. 

Some of these queries access very few rows in some partitions and all the rows in other partitions, but these queries still
perform a full scan for all accessed partitions. 

This commonly occurs when the range of dates begins at the end of a month or ends close to the start of a month. 

You want an execution plan to be generated that uses indexed access when only a few rows are accessed from a
segment, while still allowing full scans for segments where many rows are returned. 

Which three methods could transparently help to achieve this result? 

A. Using a partial local Index on the warehouse fact table month column with indexing disabled to the table partitions
that return most of their rows to the queries. 

B. Using a partial local Index on the warehouse fact table month column with indexing disabled for the table partitions
that return a few rows to the queries. 

C. Using a partitioned view that does a UNION ALL query on the partitions of the warehouse fact table, which retains
the existing local partitioned column. 

D. Converting the partitioned table to a partitioned view that does a UNION ALL query on the monthly tables, which
retains the existing local partitioned column. 

E. Using a partial global index on the warehouse fact table month column with indexing disabling for the table partitions
that return most of their rows to the queries. 

F. Using a partial global index on the warehouse fact table month column with indexing disabled for the table partitions
that return a few rows to the queries. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 2

You administer an online transaction processing (OLTP) system whose database is stored in Automatic Storage
Management (ASM) and whose disk group use normal redundancy. 

One of the ASM disks goes offline, and is then dropped because it was not brought online before DISK_REPAIR_TIME
elapsed. 

When the disk is replaced and added back to the disk group, the ensuing rebalance operation is too slow. 

Which two recommendations should you make to speed up the rebalance operation if this type of failure happens
again? 

A. Increase the value of the ASM_POWER_LIMIT parameter. 

B. Set the DISK_REPAIR_TIME disk attribute to a lower value. 

C. Specify the statement that adds the disk back to the disk group. 
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D. Increase the number of ASMB processes. 

E. Increase the number of DBWR_IO_SLAVES in the ASM instance. 

Correct Answer: AC 

ASM_POWER_LIMIT specifies the maximum power on an Automatic Storage Management instance for disk
rebalancing. The higher the limit, the faster rebalancing will complete. Lower values will take longer, but consume fewer
processing and I/O resources. 

Grouping operations in a single ALTER DISKGROUP statement can reduce rebalancing operations. References:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e18951/asmdiskgrps.htm#OSTMG10070 

 

QUESTION 3

You are connected to a pluggable database (PDB) as a common user with DBA privileges. The STATISTICS_LEVEL
parameter is PDB_MODIFIABLE. You execute the following: SQL > ALTER SYSTEM SET STATISTICS_LEVEL = ALL
SID = `*\\' SCOPE = SPFILE; Which is true about the result of this command? 

A. The STATISTICS_LEVEL parameter is set to all whenever this PDB is re-opened. 

B. The STATISTICS_LEVEL parameter is set to ALL whenever any PDB is reopened. 

C. The STATISTICS_LEVEL parameter is set to all whenever the multitenant container database (CDB) is restarted. 

D. Nothing happens; because there is no SPFILE for each PDB, the statement is ignored. 

Correct Answer: A 

http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/ADMIN/cdb_pdb_admin.htm#ADMIN14017 

 

QUESTION 4

You plan to migrate your database from a File system to Automatic Storage Management (ASM) on same platform. 

Which two methods or commands would you use to accomplish this task? (Choose two.) 

A. RMAN CONVERT command 

B. Data Pump Export and import 

C. Conventional Export and Import 

D. The BACKUP AS COPY DATABASE ... command of RMAN 

E. DBMS_FILE_TRANSFER with transportable tablespace 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: 

1. Get the list of all datafiles. 
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Note: RMAN Backup of ASM Storage 

There is often a need to move the files from the file system to the ASM storage and vice versa. This may come in handy
when one of the file systems is corrupted by some means and then the file may need to be moved to the other file
system. 

D: Migrating a Database into ASM 

* 

To take advantage of Automatic Storage Management with an existing database you must migrate that 

database into ASM. This migration is performed using Recovery Manager (RMAN) even if you are not 

using RMAN for your primary backup and recovery strategy. 

* 

Example: 

Back up your database files as copies to the ASM disk group. 

BACKUP AS COPY INCREMENTAL LEVEL 0 DATABASE FORMAT \\'+DISK\\' TAG \\'ORA_ASM_MIGRATION\\'; 

 

QUESTION 5

You enabled an audit policy by issuing the following statements: 

SQL> AUDIT POLICY ORA_DATABASE_PARAMETER BY SCOTT; 

SQL> AUDIT POLICY ORA_DATABASE_PARAMETER BY SYS, SYSTEM; 

For which database users and for which executions is the audit policy now active? Select two. 

A. SYS, SYSTEM 

B. SCOTT 

C. Only for successful executions 

D. Only for failed executions 

E. Both successful and failed executions 

Correct Answer: AE 

* The ORA_DATABASE_PARAMETER policy audits commonly used Oracle Database parameter settings. By default,
this policy is not enabled. 
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